
Dear TMS 7-12 families,

This document contains resources for engagement in mathematics over the summer. For
an informative read on what tends to help (and not help) over the summer, the following article
can be helpful in thinking about how we can work together to keep students’ brains engaged
over the summer: https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/16/06/summer-math-loss.

We are approaching this as a way to provide resources and information to families, while
also not leaving families “on their own” to figure it all out. During our recent experience with
distance learning, families shared that resources and ideas for establishing routines were very
helpful, but it was less helpful to provide large amounts of expectations and worksheets without
the tools to support students at home. In short, we want to provide resources, but do not expect
that everyone will run a home school all summer. (Still, talking about math can be fun!)

Here are some key components of our math resources, which are explained in detail later:
● There are clear guidelines, but there is also choice.
● There are opportunities to check in throughout the summer if help is needed.
● We have provided both traditional practice and non-traditional ways to engage.

If you have questions about summer math resources, please bring questions in the fall or email
Brittany Perrot or Kelsey Brax.
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Components of our Summer Math Resources
1. Expectations: one hour per week

Students are not expected to cover content and progress over the summer. We want them
engaged in and excited about mathematics so that they are ready to think about mathematics
when they return to school. Take time on a weekly basis to engage in mathematical thinking and
problem solving. Any given week, students and families have two choices.

More traditional
practice

Use the provided resources, from vetted sources like Khan
Academy and ReadyMath, to practice skills that will prepare
students for next year.

Non-traditional
engagement

Take on problems-of-the-week, family activity ideas and more!

2. Students can earn rewards.
Any reading (which can be math-related) you are doing this summer qualifies you for the Public
Library’s awards program. For the WPL program, visit their web site or go here:
https://telluridelibrary.beanstack.org/reader365

3. This will not be graded in the fall.
This type of engagement will prepare you to be successful next year, but it will not be handed in
or graded as part of a class in the 2022-2023 school year.

https://telluridelibrary.beanstack.org/reader365


Traditional Practice Resources

Middle school math review (for students entering 7th grade in fall 2022)

Unit Resources

Arithmetic Operations https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-g
rade-math/cc-6th-arithmetic-operations

Variables and Expressions https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-g
rade-math/cc-6th-expressions-and-variables

Geometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-g
rade-math/cc-6th-geometry-topic

Other- Negative Numbers https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-sixth-g
rade-math/cc-6th-negative-number-topic

Please note that students still have access to iReady over the course of the summer.

Pre-algebra and middle school math review (for students entering 8th grade in fall 2022)

Unit Resources

Ratios, rates, proportions https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algeb
ra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates

Expressions, equations, & inequalities Easier:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/k-8-grade
s/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-variables-ex
pressions

Core:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth
-grade-math/cc-8th-solving-equations

Geometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/k-8-grade
s/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-geometry

Statistics and Probability https://www.khanacademy.org/math/k-8-grade
s/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-probability-st
atistics

Other: Negative numbers and the coordinate
plane

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algeb
ra/pre-algebra-negative-numbers
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Algebra 1 review and Geometry prep (for students entering 9th grade in fall 2022)

Unit Resources

Foundations https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:foundation-algebra

Linear Equations and Graphs https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:linear-equations-graphs

Systems of Equations https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:systems-of-equations

Circles, Volume, and Surface Area https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready
-for-geometry/x8a652ce72bd83eb2:get-ready
-for-circles-and-solid-geometry

Similarity and Triangles https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready
-for-geometry/x8a652ce72bd83eb2:get-ready
-for-congruence-similarity-and-triangle-trigono
metry

Other - Forms of Linear Equations https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations

Geometry review and Algebra 2 prep (for students entering 10th grade in fall 2022)

Unit Resources

Linear Equations and Graphs https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:linear-equations-graphs

Solving Equations and Inequalities https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:solve-equations-inequaliti
es

Systems of Equations (Intro and Substitution) https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:systems-of-equations

Exponential Growth and Decay https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:exponential-growth-decay

Quadratics (Multiplying Binomials and Solving https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
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and Graphing with Factored Form) 2f8bb11595b61c86:quadratics-multiplying-fac
toring#x2f8bb11595b61c86:multiply-binomial

Other - Foundations https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x
2f8bb11595b61c86:foundation-algebra

Other - Analytic Geometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry
/hs-geo-analytic-geometry

Other - Right Triangles and Trigonometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry
/hs-geo-trig

Statistics and Advanced Algebra review ( for students entering 11th and 12th grade in fall
2022)

Unit Resources

Probability and Statistics https://www.khanacademy.org/math/high-sch
ool-math/probability

Quadratic and Polynomial Skills https://www.khanacademy.org/math/get-ready
-for-algebra-ii/x6e4201668896ef07:get-ready-
for-polynomial-operations-and-complex-numb
ers

Exponents and Radicals https://www.khanacademy.org/math/high-sch
ool-math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:exp

Solid Geometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/high-sch
ool-math/geometry/hs-geo-solids

Right Triangles and Trigonometry https://www.khanacademy.org/math/high-sch
ool-math/geometry/hs-geo-trig

Other - Modeling https://www.khanacademy.org/math/high-sch
ool-math/algebra2/x2ec2f6f830c9fb89:modeli
ng
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Non-traditional engagement resources
Problems for each two-week period (with a break close to July 4)

Even though these are labeled “Middle school” and “High school”, students may select either
problem. Please note that some of the problems that involve more Geometry and Algebra may
be more appropriate for students who have taken Geometry and Algebra courses. These will
likely take more than one hour to complete thoughtfully, which is why there is only one task
every two weeks. Take your time!
Problems are taken from different NCTM problem calendars (March 2019) and journals (link).
The numbers in the bottom right can be ignored. Those numbers will make it easier to reference
solutions during the Zoom check-ins.

Week of: “Middle school” tasks “High school” tasks

June 6 Choose one article from a web site,
newspaper, magazine or other media outlet
that uses statistics and/or a graphical
representation of data.

● Is the data presented in a way to tell
a story? Is this story convincing?
Could the data be represented to tell
a different story or not?

● Is there bias in the story that
influences the conclusions drawn
from the data? Or do you think that
the data is represented accurately?

Choose one article from a web site,
newspaper, magazine or other media outlet
that uses statistics and/or a graphical
representation of data.

● Is the data presented in a way to tell
a story? Is this story convincing?
Could the data be represented to
tell a different story or not?

● Is there bias in the story that
influences the conclusions drawn
from the data? Or do you think that
the data is represented accurately?

June 20

July 4 Cash or Gas? Cash or Gas?

https://pubs.nctm.org/view/journals/mtlt/114/6/article-p478.xml?tab_body=pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_K_7Q8I5Bn8L6XmseVr-V-QWE3SXnNi6
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_K_7Q8I5Bn8L6XmseVr-V-QWE3SXnNi6


July 18

August 1 Bridges problem Bridges problem

August 15

Extra ideas Soccer for Real Horseshoes in flight

Other creative ideas for families

Take mini logic and problem solving
courses

Sign up on this website: https://brilliant.org/courses/
for a free account. Try taking courses like: Logic, Joy
of Problem Solving, or Number Theory, that introduce
you to cool math thinking processes via puzzle-like
problems. Or, work through some of the Daily
Challenges!

Data and Statistics in Our Society:
Use the Week 1 prompt to discuss
news throughout the summer.

Choose one article from a web site, newspaper,
magazine or other media outlet that uses statistics
and/or a graphical representation of data.

● Is the data presented in a way to tell a story?
Is this story convincing? Could the data be
represented to tell a different story or not?

● Is there bias in the story that influences the

https://brilliant.org/practice/searching-for-solutions/?chapter=tools-of-computer-science-5&pane=8995&utm_source=brilliant&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nls-ap0sub1-q&utm_term=csf-searchsolutions&auto_login_key=bRLGHfpxWKU9O7ajxA4bEBGACxy3L65QfvEQt92e2g&utm_content=headerImage
https://brilliant.org/practice/searching-for-solutions/?chapter=tools-of-computer-science-5&pane=8995&utm_source=brilliant&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nls-ap0sub1-q&utm_term=csf-searchsolutions&auto_login_key=bRLGHfpxWKU9O7ajxA4bEBGACxy3L65QfvEQt92e2g&utm_content=headerImage
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Qla4vXI6wAjhXs2ElhrL-vpNvCTUEooB
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xY3lvh7NX3g5SC22igpuvYznBbFa7bhc
https://brilliant.org/courses/
https://brilliant.org/daily-problems/
https://brilliant.org/daily-problems/


conclusions drawn from the data? Or do you
think that the data is represented accurately?

Participate in the Summer Reading
program at the Wilkinson Public
Library (WPL)

Studies have shown that reading math-focused
stories can help boost math scores in school. For
younger students, Bedtime Math books or the Family
Math series are good resources. For older students,
work with WPL or your teachers during check-ins to
identify Math/Science books to read.

Play math games Games like Yahtzee, Racko, Blokus, Monopoly,
SMATH and Set all rely on skills necessary for math,
such as counting, categorizing, and building. Even
playing with blocks and assembling jigsaw puzzles
can help kids learn spatial skills and recognize
patterns.

http://bedtimemath.org/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0912511060/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_dp_ss_1?pf_rd_p=1944687662&pf_rd_s=lpo-top-stripe-1&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_i=091251129X&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=B5K2KN6HEAAB3QRNG6VM
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0912511060/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_dp_ss_1?pf_rd_p=1944687662&pf_rd_s=lpo-top-stripe-1&pf_rd_t=201&pf_rd_i=091251129X&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER&pf_rd_r=B5K2KN6HEAAB3QRNG6VM

